Rhode Island School of Law (RISL) delivers on the promise of ML Hope Day by being a dynamic educational institution with a focus on the needs of its students. Under the leadership of its distinguished faculty and renowned alumni, RISL offers a rigorous and innovative curriculum designed to prepare students for leadership roles in law and public service.

The School of Law provides a unique educational experience that equips students with the skills and knowledge needed to excel in their chosen fields. Through its commitment to academic excellence, RISL offers a diverse and vibrant community that fosters intellectual growth and personal development.

Rhode Island School of Law is proud to be a key partner in the Medical Legal Collaborative, a project that leverages the expertise and resources of its faculty and students to address issues of social justice and public health. This initiative exemplifies the School's dedication to making a positive impact on the communities it serves.

A Message from the Dean

David A. Iogan
Prominent in Germany
American Libraries’ summer edition is the
annual conference in Germany, featuring
the annual conference on the theme of
the American Library Association.

Registration is Required
Regrettably, space is limited, and
registration is required. All participants should
register in advance through the American
Library Association’s website.

Education and Law
The event is co-hosted by the
University of California, Berkeley,
and the California Law Association.

Upcoming Events
- Wednesday, April 14, 2004:
  "Founding Moments\n  in the New Social
  Movement of the 1960s\n  - The New Social
  Movement of the 1960s\n
- Monday, December 8, 2003:
  "Annual Law Alumni Holiday Party\n
Faculty Briefs
Andrew Beattie (NYU): "The
American Library Association is
in the forefront of leading the
movement for free and open
Internet access.\n
Student News
The Williams Project on Social
Innovations is a unique program
at UCLA Law School that aims to
foster innovative solutions to
social problems. The project
recently announced a new grant
program to support projects that
promote social justice.

By April 7, 2004,
Reservations are required.

Professor John M. Horowitz
Associate Professor

Education and Law
CTE Program - 1 Hour
12:30 PM
12:00 PM Lunch

Wednesday, December 10, 2003:
Continuing Legal Education Program

$20 per person
108 North Main Street, Providence, RI
Olivia Martin
Professor of Law

Injury Law: A Public Policy
America Needs Tertiary Parties
Annual Law Alumni Holiday Party

Facility Briefs